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QUESTION 1

An engineer is installing a new blade server chassis with integrated networking. When connecting a new server chassis
to a trunk port on a top-of-rack Cisco Nexus switch, which two precautions must be taken to ensure proper connectivity
when enabling new links? (Choose two.) 

A. The SNMP traps on the chassis switch are enabled for Cisco Prime Infrastructure. 

B. The trunk settings match on the chassis switch and the TOR switch. 

C. The spanning tree settings on the chassis switch and TOR switch are consistent. 

D. The SNMP traps on the TOR switch are enabled Cisco Prime Infrastructure. 

E. LLDP is enabled on the chassis switch and TOR switch. 

F. Cisco Discovery Protocol is enabled on the chassis switch and TOR switch. 

Correct Answer: EF 

 

QUESTION 2

Which configuration provides the highest performance level to Virtual Extensible LAN? 

A. VxLAN in unicast mode with VxLAN TSO offload in Cisco UCS 

B. VxLAN in multicast mode with MAC distribution 

C. VxLAN in multicast mode with VxLAN TSO offload in Cisco UCS 

D. VxLAN in unicast mode with MAC distribution and VxLAN TSO offload in Cisco UCS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements describe Ethernet and vEthernet port profiles? (Choose two.) 

A. Ethernet port profiles may only be assigned to Cisco UCS unified ports when configured as type uplink. 

B. Ethernet port profiles are assigned to physical interfaces such as vmnics. vEthernet port profiles are assigned to
virtual interfaces such as vNIC, vmk, or VTEP. 

C. An MTU change is required on the Ethernet port profiles to support jumbo frames. 

D. vEthernet port profiles are assigned to physical interfaces such as vmnics. Ethernet port profiles are assigned to
virtual interfaces such as vNIC, vmk, or VTEP. 

E. Ethernet port profiles may only be assigned to Cisco UCS unified ports when configured as type virtual uplink. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 4

A network engineer is optimizing spanning tree in the data center. Which feature must the engineer implement on a
physical switch port that is connected to a Cisco Nexus 1000V Series Switch virtual switch? 

A. BPDU guard 

B. PortFast trunk 

C. port security 

D. Dynamic ARP Inspection 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An engineer needs to ensure that Windows virtual machines can be automatically provisioned from a template with a
customized IP address and hostname. Which two components can enable this at the operating system level? (Choose
two.) 

A. IP address management system 

B. DNS server 

C. configuration management agents 

D. System Preparation tool 

E. DHCP server 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A cloud engineer is replicating a FlexPod design. The current design has a Cisco UCS B- Series Chassis with six Cisco
B200 M2 blades that connect to a NetApp FAS800 storage array. VSAN 10 is configured on the Cisco Nexus 5000
Series Switch to handle all storage traffic. VMs on the Cisco B200 M2 blades can read and write to NAS on the NetApp
FAS8000. The engineer wants to connect a second Cisco UCS B-Series Chassis with four Cisco B200 M4 blades to the
NetApp array. The engineer has configured four Fibre Channel uplink ports from the Cisco UCS 6248 UP Fabric
Interconnect to the Cisco Nexus Fibre Channel ports fc1/23 and fc 1/24. However, the Fibre Channel ports on the Cisco
UCS 6248 fail to initialize after the engineer enables the port. 

Which reason for the problem is most likely true? 

A. The SFP type is 10 Gigabit Ethernet instead of 4 Gigabit Ethernet. 

B. The port negotiation speed is set to 8 Gbps. 

C. The switch port mode on the Cisco Fabric Extender Fibre Channel port is set to NP. 

D. The Fibre channel port is set to uplink instead of Fibre Channel storage port. 

E. The VSAN under port properties is incorrect. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An engineer needs to make changes to a service profile that is bound to a service profile template. The service profile is
associated to a production server that is online. Which statement describes what occurs when the engineer clicks the
"unbind" option? 

A. The service profile unbinds from the template, and the server shuts down automatically. 

B. Cisco UCS Manager requests the server to shut down so that the service profile can unbind. 
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C. Cisco UCS Manager requests the service profile to be disassociated from the server so that the service profile can
unbind. 

D. The service profile unbinds from the template, and the server remains online. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://supportforums.cisco.com/t5/unified-computing-system/disassociate- service-profile-fromserver/td-
p/2785270 

 

QUESTION 8

The Cisco UCS usNIC feature improves performance of software applications by bypassing the kernel network stack.
Which option lists the steps to configure usNIC capable vNIC in the correct order? 

A. Create a usNIC connection policy, create a vNIC, set vNIC connection policy to usNIC, and install the usNIC RPM
driver 

B. Modify the vNIC network control policy to usNIC, modify usNIC Ethernet adapter policy, and install the usNIC RPM
driver 

C. Create a usNIC connection policy, create a vNIC, set vNIC adapter policy to Linux, and install the usNIC RPM driver 

D. Create a vNIC, modify usNIC Ethernet adapter policy, set vNIC connection policy to usNIC, and install the usNIC
RPM driver 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: 

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/gui/config/guide/2-
2/b_UCSM_GUI_Configuration_Guide_2_2/configuring_network_related_policies.pdf 

 

QUESTION 9

An engineer is troubleshooting a new hypervisor install in which the management VMK is inaccessible from the user
subnet. Which CLI command issued within the upstream Cisco Nexus 5672 switch verifies its gateway interface can
resolve the address mapping of the VMK? 

A. show cdp neighbor 

B. show ip arp 

C. show ip route 

D. show bgp route. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which three statements about server pools are true? (Choose three.) 

A. Cisco USC Director Displays only the managed servers in a server pool, but the size of the pool includes all servers. 

B. Servers pools cannot be assigned to a Cisco USC Director group. 

C. A given server can belong only to a specific server pool. 

D. A server pool contains a set of servers that share the same attributes such as server type, amount of memory, local
storage, type of CPU, or local drive configuration. 

E. A server pool only includes servers from a specific chassis in the system. 

F. If your system implements multitenansy through organizations, you can designate one ore more server pools to be
used by a specific organization. 

Correct Answer: ADF 

Reference: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/ucs-director/ucs- mgmt-guide/4-0/b_Cisco_UC
S_Director_UCS_Management_Guide_40/b_Cisco_UCS_Director_UCS_Management_Guide_40_chapter_0110.html 

 

QUESTION 11

A Cisco UCS Director administrator is creating a VSAN. Which two types of VSANs are available? (Choose two.) 

A. storage cloud 

B. storage hybrid 

C. SAN cloud D. SAN 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements about Fibre Channel zoning in Cisco UCS are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Zoning is configured on a per-VSAN basis. 

B. Cisco UCS does not support zoning. 

C. Zoning is configured on a per fabric basis. 

D. Zoning can be enabled at the fabric level in switch mode. 

E. You cannot enable zoning at the fabric interconnect level. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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